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CLOSING FUTURES 

7.24.17 

CU7 $3.7725 - $0.0250 

CZ7 $3.9075 - $0.0275 

CN8 $4.1200 - $0.0225 

CZ8 $4.1775 - $0.0150 

   

SQ7 $9.9750 - $0.1150 

SX7 $10.1000 - $0.1225 

SN8 $10.3250 - $0.1125 

SX8 $10.0725 - $0.1000 

Market Snapshot: 

Rain in the key “I” states hit the market hard Sunday night into Monday.  Sunday night saw grains drop hard 

on the open, leaving a gap from Friday’s close to Sunday’s open.  Corn gapped lower by four cents and 

beans left a nine cent gap on the charts.  Isolated pockets of 5 to 7 inches of rain fell in parts of northern 

Iowa.  Other parts of the northwest corn belt received some much needed rain as well, though not deemed 

enough yet.  The latest weather runs are pointing to drier weather throughout much of the corn belt. Cooler 

weather through the same period is seen as limiting stress to the crops.  As a result, the rain is pushing 

prices lower while the cool temps are putting a floor under the market.  By the close of Monday, grains 

closed well off their lows for the day thanks to these changing forecasts. 

The heat across the country last week is expected to drive another decline in crop conditions on this 

afternoon’s report.  Most traders are looking for another 2 to 3 point decline, implying lower yields compared 

to USDA’s last estimate.  Unless and until we see improving crop conditions, it is very possible we will a 

sideways trending market as the two key fundamental inputs, conditions and weather, fight for dominance.   

On the local front, basis has been mixed to start the week.  Grain prices throughout the world are moving 

into the export market at significant discounts to US grain, leaving domestic users the only game in town.    

In most instances, that should lead to softer basis values, but the slipping board price is also slowing 

deliveries and sales leading to a game of chicken.  Who blinks first?  The basis trader, or the farmer looking 

to clean out the bin? 

Consider this…  Most of the attention lately has been old crop grain, but let’s not lose sight of next 

year’s crop either.  There are opportunities to lock in very respectable prices for the fall of 2018 as well.  

One example after the close today is the Price Builder Bonus contract offering December 18 futures at 

$4.44 with a trigger price of $3.76 and a firm offer of $4.44 as well.  These quotes are subject to change at 

any time.  Give Aaron or Jared a call to learn more about this and other contracts to assist you market your 

grain. 

This Material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of CHS and should be considered a solicitation.  The information contained in this presentation is taken from sources 

which we believe to be reliable, but is not guaranteed by us as to accuracy or completeness and is sent to you for information purposes only.  There is a risk of loss when trading commodity futures and options.  

CHS bases its recommendations solely on the judgment of CHS personnel. 

Check current cash bids:  http://www.chsrochester.com/grain/cash-bids/ 

CALENDAR: 

7/27: Export Sales 

7/31:  Export Inspections 

 Crop Progress 

8/10: Crop Production 

 USDA Supply & Demand 
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